Search: Liquid Union
to find a type of scalable organization allowing authentic serving and representing people
belonging to different groups in fields like consumption, accommodation, transportation and
media, or for making more certain that the needy of your cause would get your donation.
●
Liquid union is an organization of the people being its participants, which, per project
supplying their specific need, are periodically voting for their supplying channel, as the
channels are financed proportionally to the participants' vote.
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https://lists.riseup.net/www/subscribe/consulting-for-liquid-unions

Hello Humans - one solution is here!
Starting with only 71 founders, each pays 71 €, we are now registering the One-Signal being a
European-Cooperative structured as a "Liquid-Union" to serve the people in Europe.
• Liquid union is made for representing authentically the people, being active as
participants, from a huge and diverse population, such that, per each project providing
specific set of needs of the participants, multiple channels of providers are financed
proportionally to periodical vote of the participants.
• The founders of One-Signal should be competent, from different groups, able to cowork, having ambition for positive change together with the necessary patience for
completing such huge task.
Subscribe: https://lists.riseup.net/www/subscribe/consulting-for-liquid-unions
This way, the power over the money flow is back under the control of the participants - not of
their representative and bureaucrats, while the participants can move between the channels
without losing their union privileges and while the groups integration in the union is made
without one group deciding for the others. Hence every group wins a proportional part but No
"Winner Takes All". We are starting by triple form of concert/exhibition:
• Artistic - by musicians, poets, performances, dj, vj on stage and in streets;
• Telling - by people who share their personal longing for, or experience in, migrating and/or
being equal in group ; and
• Realization - by finding the people to group with and sing up to liquid union.
Definition: Liquid union is a union, of which objective is serving specific population in
authentic manner, where people from that population can become its participants, such that
the union provides its participants its resources, services and/or products, only via more than
one channel per project, where
• each project, specified by different objective supplying specific need of specific population,
distributes its budget to its channels proportionally to periodical vote of the participants
choosing one of the existing or new channels,
• member of the union must also be its participant and any of its participants can voluntarily
become its member, where
◦ members’ vote can only be after all participants are notified fairly in advance (default
minimum 2 months) and only for dissolving the liquid union/projects or for starting
impeachment process against its elected committees,
◦ only participants can be elected to such committee and only for maximum time
(default 2 cadence of 1 year) and
◦ at least these 3 committees are functioning in the union/project:
● Board
- implementing the decisions made by the participants votes,
● Reporting - any participant can notify, as the objective of the reporting committee is
to report, to all participants, about any possible improvement in the Board
implementations,
●. Experts - any participant can suggest subjects to vote upon but Experts committee
can help to finalize suggestions for the participants vote.
• Projects in liquid union can be made in 4 fields, namely:
◦ consumption,
◦ transportation,
◦ housing and
◦ media/education.
• Liquid union can be a project in bigger liquid union, this way sub populations can be
financed and liquid union networks can be growing upward.
• For more search “comcomist”
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